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Feelings Are the Cosmic Magnet
• My story and how I got the big insight!
• Explanation and background on using feelings as cosmic magnet.
• Step by step method on “locking a feeling” to magnetize your dreams.
• The 2500 year old Feeling Prayer!

Indentifying Thought Blocks
• Tracing your own personal history.
• The Rules of Probability
• Making the invitation to divinity to indentify thoughts and beliefs that are blocking.
• Step by step method on using a Pendulum
• Ten minute Video how-to-use Pendulum
• Connection to Spirit as way of indentifying thoughts.

Clearing Thoughts & Beliefs
• Seeing deeply the illusionary quality of our thoughts (explained fully in the 40 Questions & Responses)
• 2500 year old Forgiveness Prayer.
• De-energizing method.
• Honoponopono Prayer.
• Invocation to your Creator to clear.

Prayers & Affirmations
Here you will find the big power affirmation I use in combination with the Already Done Prayer to create amazing results!
Roadmap
This section came directly as a result of the survey I did with people about the laws of attraction. I am going to lay out a very specific step-by-step process to all the components in this program—really a schematic!

Breaking The Pact with The Darkness
Sometimes we make a promise that keeps us from victory.

The Art of Letting Go & Faith
This section is as important as the laws of attraction! Read it five times!

Principle of Acceptance & Doing
When you go to enlarge your territory, the border bullies will show up—Accept it! It’s the key to Doing!

Is Your Desire Coming From Wisdom Or Personal Mind?
When your desire or dreams are inspired from your wisdom or Spirit, those dreams will flow so much easier to you!

40 Questions & 40 Responses
In this Question and Answer section you will learn the following:
• How to experience the process of using these laws of attraction—major importance!
• How to see the illusionary quality of your thinking.
• How to connect to Spirit as a way of releasing yourself from negative thinking and beliefs
• More!

These are 40 questions and 40 responses that came as a result of the survey about what people want in a Law of Attraction program. Dr. Jack Pransky and I took each question and answered it fully.
I feel it is perhaps one of the most important pieces of this program and will be a big help to you in learning about the law of attraction.

**Frequently Asked Questions**
A list of questions and answers that might come up as you study and use these principles.

**Recommended Reading**
A list of books that will support you on this journey and inspired me personally.

**Appendix**
- Three Pendulum Charts
- Picture of Chart Books and List of Charts
- Picture of Different Pendulums

**Post Release Bonuses**

Three weeks after the release of the program I will be offering a teleseminar (recorded) for all those that bought the program for any questions you might have.

Three weeks after the program release I will send out a survey concerning the Pendulum work and create another video based on those questions.